AGICO GROUP, including subsidiaries such as ANYANG BEST COMPLETE MACHINERY ENGINEERING Co., LTD., AGICO CEMENT, etc., is a cement plant project contractor and cement manufacturing equipment exporting company in Anyang, Henan Province, China. Through over two decades of development, we have become one of the best cement plant manufacturers in China. We have the import and export license recognized by the state, and got ISO9001 certificate.

As a large-scale cement manufacturing enterprise integrating design, manufacturing, installation, and commissioning services, we provide a series of advanced equipment for welding, machining, and assembly, with a complete production and manufacturing system.
Our Vision

Best quality in China!
Let customers to use the best products from China!

Our Strategy

Continuous Improvement
According to our QMS, we continuously improve our process flow, inspection work flow, in order to achieve zero-defect. We don’t allow defected product to leave our company before delivery.

Customization
According to Customer’s individual needs to optimize casting technology reasonable and provide a variety of casting processing to make customers satisfied before delivery.

One-stop Service
We can not only provide casting service, but also processing with our machinery. We also provide door-to-door service within 1 year for free.
MACHINING CAPABILITY

01 Large scale casting equipment  Guarantee the high quality of products

- 2 sets of 60T basic electric arc furnace, smelting steel with once 120T.
- Sets of natural gas heat treatment furnace(7M* 12M and 5M* 7M) ; the equipment is mainly used to eliminate the inner stress and change of casting internal organizational structure.
- Large trolley-type shot blasting cleaning machine can guarantee the quality of appearance and quality of products.
- Company is equipped with facilities : gas stations, carbon dioxide station, air compression station, etc.

02 Testing device for non-destructive test  Strict quality control system

- Own the GS-100 vacuum direct reading spectrometer, carbon-sulfur analytical instrument, microcomputer three-speed analytical instrument
- Mechanical properties testing machine: impact testing machine, cooling bath, tensile testing machine, metallography image analyzer etc.
- Impact test at low temperature tank,
- Non-destructive Testing is also very important for improving the product’s quality, such as ultrasonic inspection, magnetic particle testing instrument.

03 Large Machining Equipment capability  One-stop service and quality control

- 1 set Russia-made numerical control gate boring- milling machine 6625Y (2.5m *8m)
- 5 sets of Czech-made Numerical control boring-milling machine
- 1 sets of semi-automatic sand blast equipment
- 13 sets of numerical control vertical turning lathe double column 3.15M- 8M
- 6 sets of Russia-made gear hobbing
PROCESS FLOW

01 Design
02 Finite Element Analysis
03 CAE Simulation
04 Processing
PROCESS FLOW

Slag pot

01 Wood pattern
02 Modelling
03 Steelmaking
04 Component analysis
05 Pouring
06 Cleaning
07 Heat treatment
08 Polishing
09 Processing
10 Flaw detection
11 Shot blasting
12 End products

QUALITY CREATS THE FUTURE
Our products cover five industries with more than two thousands of different products.

**Metallurgical industry**

**Slag pot**

**Strength**
- More than 1000 slag pots were produced and deliver to customer with high satisfaction.
- 90% of slag pot were exported throughout the world. Our experience will guarantee the high quality of products, which become our core competence and company’s intangible resources.
- Combination of design and manufacture guarantee the continuous improvement which is very helpful for the quality control.

**Different type of slag pot**

- Germany Customer
- Korea Customer
- America Customer
- America Customer
- Germany Customer
- Germany Customer
- Germany Customer
- Austria /South Africa
Other spare parts

Bag Filter

- PTFE Membrane
- PPS
- Gulvanized Cage
- Acrylic

- NOMEX
- Glass Fiber
- FMS
- Diaphragm-pulse Valve
- Cage Packing

- Stainless Steel
- Magnetic Pulse Valve
- PE
- P84
- Silicon Coating
Belt Conveyor

- Idlers
- Secondary Cleaner
- Primary Cleaner
- DUNLOP Belt
- Food Grade Belt
- Conveyor Belt
- Rubber Lagging Pulley
- Motorized Pulley

Preheater

- Nozzle
- Flap For Flap Valve
- Anti-clogging Flap Valve
- Diptube
- Non Metallic Expansion Joint
- Metallic Expansion Joint
**Advantage**

**01 Professional staff**

The company has staff proficient in English, Spanish, Russian, Italian, French and other languages, which can meet the communication needs of foreign customers. In order to provide professional services for customers.

**02 Professional engineer team**

Our engineers can communicate with customers at any time to discuss the project plan, in order to provide them with professional, specific and executable optimal plans.

**03 Professional after-sales and installation**

We have an after-sales installation team that can go abroad at any time for installation and commissioning. The picture shows the installation site of projects under construction in Uzbekistan.

**04 Foreign offices**

We can travel nearby to solve questions of customers.
PROCESSING CAPACITY ACCORDING TO GIVEN DRAWINGS

Our company has specialized in the cement industry for more than ten years, and has rich experience in supplied drawings processing and machine design.

At present, our main customers of cooperation are from across the world and various regions: China, Canada, the United Kingdom, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, South America, Southeast Asia and South Asia.